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Stress affects us all. You may notice symptoms of stress when disciplining your kids, during busy
times at work, when managing your finances, or when coping with a challenging relationship.
Stress is everywhere. And while a little stress is OK -- some stress is actually beneficial -- too
much stress can wear you down and make you sick, both mentally and physically. The first step
to controlling stress is to know the symptoms of stress.But recognizing stress symptoms may be
harder than you think. Most of us are so used to being stressed, we often dont know we are
stresseduntil we are at the breaking point.In this book, you can find:StressStress
ManagementEffective Stress Relievers



PRAISE FORSOME NERVEA Books for a Better Life Award FinalistA Parents Magazine “Mom
Must-Read”“If you liked Wild by Cheryl Strayed, try Some Nerve. . . . Bookshelves are filled with
tales of extreme survival, courage, and reinvention. Can’t relate? Patty Chang Anker tells a story
for the rest of us—those still terrified of riding a bike or speaking in public. She shows that with a
little push, we can prove ourselves braver than we thought.”—Psychology Today“It is so
encouraging to know that I am not alone in living a fearful life and that there is hope for me. . . .
So often I have not tried things because of the fear of failing, but redefining success to include
failure is brilliant. It changes everything.”—Amy“With humor, humility, and (most of all) self-
compassion, Anker tells a compelling story of everyday courage—one that is sure to touch and
help countless other people like her, like me, like all of us who have made worry into an art form.
She proves that it’s not too late, that we can truly change ourselves and enlarge our worlds as a
result.”—Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat, Pray, Love andThe Signature of All Things“Inspiring.”—
USA Today“Reading Some Nerve was like spending time with a dear friend who knows how to
lovingly push you out of your comfort zone. Thank you, Patty, for showing me how to look directly
at my own fears and say ‘I’m bigger than you.’”——Mary W.“Anker . . . blends memoir and
journalism in her quest to understand and conquer fear . . . ground[ing] her observations in her
own generous, warm world view. She’s at her wisest, funniest best when describing
conversations with her two daughters, capturing both their fears and their fierce, childish
courage.”—The Boston Globe“As a guy who grew up afraid to join my peers in water skiing or
swimming in the ocean, I always felt different and defective in my level of courage. Your book
made me understand and accept myself and has inspired me to take on new challenges.”—
Ron“This book is for anyone who needs to be reminded that it is possible to conquer our
greatest fears at any age, and in the process learn more about what it feels like to really live.”—
Lee Woodruff, coauthor of In an Instant“Downright inspiring.”—Oprah.com“I’ve been really very
conscious of the lack of Asian American women (or men) to serve as a visible role model for
people who look like me! So, I am so grateful to you for stepping up and taking a stand.”—Kiki
O.“A hilarious and instructive romp sure to inspire the most faint of heart to venture forth and
discover what it is to be truly alive.”—American Way“Patty! You would be so proud! I had Some
Nerve to do the trapeze! I nearly fainted, but I did it!” —Esther—American Way“Like many of the
people profiled in your book, I am a very accomplished and confident person in most areas of
my life. Only my dearest friends and family know that I suffered a panic attack on the highway in
1998 and have struggled with highway driving since then. Thank you for overcoming your own
fears and writing this book, for sharing your story and inspiring me to take charge and face my
fear.”—R.G.“Not everyone experiences the fear of flying, or water, or sharks, or the dark, but
everyone understands what it is like to be afraid. Happily, everyone can give themselves the
joyous gift of Patty Chang Anker’s insightful, funny, and brave book.”—Josh Hanagarne, author
of The World’s Strongest Librarian“I have such a terrible fear of public speaking and it has
stopped me from doing things I’ve wanted, speaking up in meetings, pitching new projects. I
know it’s time to face it . . . Toastmasters, here I come!”—Melissa S.“[Anker] aims to inspire others



—and that’s exactly what she does in this lively and rewarding read.”—Parents“I want to thank
you for giving me the courage to get back on a pair of skis this weekend (something I am terrified
of). I kept thinking ‘I can’t wimp out—what would Patty say?!’”—E.K.“Hilarious, funny, and deeply
honest. I love love love this book.”—Caroline Leavitt, author of Is This Tomorrow and Pictures of
You“Reading [Some Nerve], I’m actually contemplating swim lessons. I had just accepted that
I’m not a swimmer . . . Reconsidering that definition now.”—Erin T.“I’m not afraid to swim in the
ocean or jump out of planes, but I was afraid to move to a new town, to remove a dead bird from
my porch, and various other things that I never thought to approach like one might approach a
fear . . . Some Nerve isn’t necessarily about how to get over fears, it’s about what happens after
you take a risk.”—Steph Opitz, Marie Claire“Patty, that was the easiest flight of my life. Perhaps
hearing you restate what goes on during my in-flight panic and lending your insight on the lack of
control cured me!”—R.O.“I’m not supposed to enjoy or endorse Some Nerve because, as an
outgoing, try-anything-once triathlete and Chief Books for Dudes reviewer, I’m supposed to scoff
at such heartwarming, inspirational stuff . . . [but] Anker is completely, utterly, and totally
charming in relating her transformation. . . . A gentle, motivational read. Highly recommended.”—
Douglas Lord, Library Journal“Some Nerve inspired me to get certified as a Red Cross lifeguard
—at the age of fifty-six! During the training I discovered that putting myself into the position of
learner is always enlightening. Also, participating as a peer with a class that’s mostly teenagers
is a great way to see stereotypes implode. My fear was always performing under pressure—and
now I know I can.”—Mary C.“Anker shares hilarious stories about her pursuit to confront some of
her biggest fears head-on.”—Redbook.com“I don’t normally like self-help books, but you’ve
created an entirely new genre—self-help memoir—and it’s wonderful.”—Adrian“[A] humorous
account of how [Anker] transcended her ‘nervous nature . . . bookish upbringing and midlife
responsibilities’ to discover her courage . . . inspiring.”—Kirkus Reviews“I did it! My palms were
sweaty and I was still very shaky, but I . . . freaking . . . did it. And while I don’t think my fear of
heights is gone forever, I believe that the next time—whether it’s another ropes course or sitting
in a ski lift—will be easier. That’s huge!”—Glory“This warm memoir is not a traditional self-help
book, yet the joy that Anker and her peers feel when they allow themselves to be beginners—
even after the age of forty—will be motivation enough for can’t-do readers to take steps toward
making their lives a little bigger and better.”—Publishers Weekly“A perfect fresh-start book.”—
Paulie Dibner, host, ”Martha Stewart Living Editor’s Hour” on Sirius XM“I will be eternally grateful
to you for pushing me way out of my comfort zone to audition for—and WIN—Blogger Idol! As a
middle-aged writer in a sea of mommy bloggers, that took some nerve!”—Lois Alter Mark,
Midlife at the Oasis“So many of us—myself included—suffer (or have suffered) from debilitating
anxiety. Your gentle and wise book is a reminder that, as Anaïs Nin once wrote, ‘life shrinks or
expands in proportion to one’s courage.’Thank you for this gift.”—M.A.RIVERHEAD
BOOKSPublished by the Penguin GroupPenguin Group (USA) LLC375 Hudson Street New
York, New York 10014USA • Canada • UK • Ireland • Australia • New Zealand • India • South
Africa • ChinaA Penguin Random House CompanyCopyright © 2013 by Patty Chang



AnkerPenguin supports copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices,
promotes free speech, and creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized edition
of this book and for complying with copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or distributing
any part of it in any form without permission. You are supporting writers and allowing Penguin to
continue to publish books for every reader.The Library of Congress has catalogued the
Riverhead hardcover edition as follows:Anker, Patty Chang.Some nerve : lessons learned while
becoming brave / Patty Chang Anker.p. cm.Includes index.978-1-59448-605-01. Fear. 2. Change
(Psychology). 3. Self-realization.4. Anker, Patty Chang. I. Title.BF575.F2A55 2013
2013015484152.4'6—dc23First Riverhead hardcover edition: October 2013First Riverhead
trade paperback edition: October 2014Riverhead 978-1-10163-216-1PRINTED IN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Cover design and illustration by Janet HansenBook
design by Gretchen AchillesSome names and identifying characteristics have been changed to
protect the privacy of the individuals involved.Penguin is committed to publishing works of
quality and integrity. In that spirit, we are proud to offer this book to our readers; however, the
story, the experiences, and the words are the author’s alone.In that spirit, we are proud to offer
this book to our readers;however, the story, the experiences, and the wordsare the author’s
alone.Version_2For G. and R.

—Parents“I want to thank you for giving me the courage to get back on a pair of skis this
weekend (something I am terrified of). I kept thinking ‘I can’t wimp out—what would Patty
say?!’”—E.K.“Hilarious, funny, and deeply honest. I love love love this book.”—Caroline Leavitt,
author of Is This Tomorrow and Pictures of You“Reading [Some Nerve], I’m actually
contemplating swim lessons. I had just accepted that I’m not a swimmer . . . Reconsidering that
definition now.”—Erin T.“I’m not afraid to swim in the ocean or jump out of planes, but I was afraid
to move to a new town, to remove a dead bird from my porch, and various other things that I
never thought to approach like one might approach a fear . . . Some Nerve isn’t necessarily
about how to get over fears, it’s about what happens after you take a risk.”—Steph Opitz, Marie
Claire“Patty, that was the easiest flight of my life. Perhaps hearing you restate what goes on
during my in-flight panic and lending your insight on the lack of control cured me!”—R.O.“I’m not
supposed to enjoy or endorse Some Nerve because, as an outgoing, try-anything-once
triathlete and Chief Books for Dudes reviewer, I’m supposed to scoff at such heartwarming,
inspirational stuff . . . [but] Anker is completely, utterly, and totally charming in relating her
transformation. . . . A gentle, motivational read. Highly recommended.”—Douglas Lord, Library
Journal“Some Nerve inspired me to get certified as a Red Cross lifeguard—at the age of fifty-
six! During the training I discovered that putting myself into the position of learner is always
enlightening. Also, participating as a peer with a class that’s mostly teenagers is a great way to
see stereotypes implode. My fear was always performing under pressure—and now I know I
can.”—Mary C.“Anker shares hilarious stories about her pursuit to confront some of her biggest
fears head-on.”—Redbook.com“I don’t normally like self-help books, but you’ve created an



entirely new genre—self-help memoir—and it’s wonderful.”—Adrian“[A] humorous account of
how [Anker] transcended her ‘nervous nature . . . bookish upbringing and midlife responsibilities’
to discover her courage . . . inspiring.”—Kirkus Reviews“I did it! My palms were sweaty and I was
still very shaky, but I . . . freaking . . . did it. And while I don’t think my fear of heights is gone
forever, I believe that the next time—whether it’s another ropes course or sitting in a ski lift—will
be easier. That’s huge!”—Glory“This warm memoir is not a traditional self-help book, yet the joy
that Anker and her peers feel when they allow themselves to be beginners—even after the age
of forty—will be motivation enough for can’t-do readers to take steps toward making their lives a
little bigger and better.”—Publishers Weekly“A perfect fresh-start book.”—Paulie Dibner,
host, ”Martha Stewart Living Editor’s Hour” on Sirius XM“I will be eternally grateful to you for
pushing me way out of my comfort zone to audition for—and WIN—Blogger Idol! As a middle-
aged writer in a sea of mommy bloggers, that took some nerve!”—Lois Alter Mark, Midlife at the
Oasis“So many of us—myself included—suffer (or have suffered) from debilitating anxiety. Your
gentle and wise book is a reminder that, as Anaïs Nin once wrote, ‘life shrinks or expands in
proportion to one’s courage.’Thank you for this gift.”—M.A.RIVERHEAD BOOKSPublished by
the Penguin GroupPenguin Group (USA) LLC375 Hudson Street New York, New York
10014USA • Canada • UK • Ireland • Australia • New Zealand • India • South Africa • ChinaA
Penguin Random House CompanyCopyright © 2013 by Patty Chang AnkerPenguin supports
copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices, promotes free speech, and
creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book and for
complying with copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it in any
form without permission. You are supporting writers and allowing Penguin to continue to publish
books for every reader.The Library of Congress has catalogued the Riverhead hardcover edition
as follows:Anker, Patty Chang.Some nerve : lessons learned while becoming brave / Patty
Chang Anker.p. cm.Includes index.978-1-59448-605-01. Fear. 2. Change (Psychology). 3. Self-
realization.4. Anker, Patty Chang. I. Title.BF575.F2A55 2013 2013015484152.4'6—dc23First
Riverhead hardcover edition: October 2013First Riverhead trade paperback edition: October
2014Riverhead 978-1-10163-216-1PRINTED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA10 9 8 7 6
5 4 3 2 1Cover design and illustration by Janet HansenBook design by Gretchen AchillesSome
names and identifying characteristics have been changed to protect the privacy of the
individuals involved.Penguin is committed to publishing works of quality and integrity. In that
spirit, we are proud to offer this book to our readers; however, the story, the experiences, and the
words are the author’s alone.In that spirit, we are proud to offer this book to our readers;however,
the story, the experiences, and the wordsare the author’s alone.Version_2For G. and R.It is not
because things are difficult that we do not dare, it is because we do not dare that they are
difficult.—LUCIUS ANNAEUS SENECACONTENTSPraise For Some NerveTITLE
PAGECOPYRIGHTDEDICATIONEPIGRAPHINTRODUCTION Fear Itself CHAPTER 1 THE
UNEXPECTED • Boogie BoardingCHAPTER 2 LETTING GO • ClutterCHAPTER 3 IN TOO
DEEP • WaterCHAPTER 4 BEING HEARD • Public SpeakingCHAPTER 5 GROWING UP •



BikingCHAPTER 6 CONTROL • DrivingCHAPTER 7 STOKE AND PLEASURE •
SurfingCHAPTER 8 THE UNKNOWN • DeathCHAPTER 9 FALLING •
Heights CONCLUSION Becoming BraveACKNOWLEDGMENTSREADY TO GET SOME
NERVEA Q AND A WITH PATTY CHANG ANKERINDEX OF FEARSABOUT THE
AUTHORINTRODUCTIONFear ItselfI’m in a bathing suit, and people are laughing. Oh, this can’t
be good.The sun was a spotlight on the diving board. It must be twenty degrees hotter up here, I
thought. My forehead was sweaty, and, come to think of it, so was everything else. I bent over.
The image of Tiffany Chin skating her 1987 U.S. Nationals long program with a wedgie in her
blue Lycra costume flitted through my head. I dug my toes into the nubby wet board and tried to
get a grip on my own situation.Do I have a wedgie? I don’t think so.With my arms stretched
overhead, I tucked my chin and swallowed at the same time, which made me want to cough.
Don’t cough! Don’t fall in! The board was wobbling. Ergo, my thighs were wobbling. Great.A line
of teens jostled one another behind me. Were they watching me? I wasn’t sure. The water below
looked cold and deep. I closed my eyes.I’m almost forty years old. Lord, help me. I don’t know
what I’m doing.IN THE STORY of my life there are many times when I did not, literally or
metaphorically, dive in. I was raised by Chinese immigrant parents who wanted my sister and me
to excel in school, succeed in our careers. In my mind, that meant focusing on things I was good
at (reading and writing, pioneer crafting) and avoiding areas where I might fall short (most
everything else). I was not only afraid of failing, but I was afraid of the fear I would feel while
trying not to fail. Afraid of feeling fear itself.Diving into a swimming pool, with its associated risks
of belly flops, drowning, and public humiliation, was something I had successfully avoided all my
life. Until now.My husband and I have two daughters, Gigi and Ruby. Gigi was eight years old
and scared to jump off the diving board at camp. “Go ahead, try it, don’t worry what everyone
else thinks, you’ll be fine!” I said, praying for her not to ask the obvious: “Mommy, do you dive?”
Ruby, then three years old, was already asking why everyone in the family had a bike helmet but
Mom. I wanted them to worry less and enjoy life more, to take risks and try new things. But I
rarely sought to go out of my comfort zone myself.In fact, given my nervous nature, my bookish
upbringing, my midlife responsibilities, and my boundless propensity for tripping and falling and
hurting myself, my comfort zone was less a zone and more a skittish zigzag from car to coffee
shop to supermarket to office to sofa to fridge to bed, where I lay awake, worrying. The day I
realized I wanted something more for my girls was the day I realized I had to do something more
myself. And the day all our lives changed for the good.I scheduled two diving lessons with my
daughter’s swim coach, Jenny Javer. Zoe, an old college friend, had always wanted to learn how
to dive and asked to join in. Jenny is exactly who you’d want by your side if your ship was on fire
and you had to jump off the deck to save yourself. “A belly flop is like stubbing your toe—it hurts,
but you get over it, right?” she said, instantly dispelling a lifelong fear for both Zoe and me. We
were diving (that is, falling with style) from the side of the pool within a half hour; and by the end
of the first lesson, she’d deemed us ready to try the diving board the next time.
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NERVEA Q AND A WITH PATTY CHANG ANKERINDEX OF FEARSABOUT THE
AUTHORINTRODUCTIONFear ItselfI’m in a bathing suit, and people are laughing. Oh, this can’t
be good.The sun was a spotlight on the diving board. It must be twenty degrees hotter up here, I
thought. My forehead was sweaty, and, come to think of it, so was everything else. I bent over.
The image of Tiffany Chin skating her 1987 U.S. Nationals long program with a wedgie in her
blue Lycra costume flitted through my head. I dug my toes into the nubby wet board and tried to
get a grip on my own situation.Do I have a wedgie? I don’t think so.With my arms stretched
overhead, I tucked my chin and swallowed at the same time, which made me want to cough.
Don’t cough! Don’t fall in! The board was wobbling. Ergo, my thighs were wobbling. Great.A line
of teens jostled one another behind me. Were they watching me? I wasn’t sure. The water below
looked cold and deep. I closed my eyes.I’m almost forty years old. Lord, help me. I don’t know
what I’m doing.IN THE STORY of my life there are many times when I did not, literally or
metaphorically, dive in. I was raised by Chinese immigrant parents who wanted my sister and me
to excel in school, succeed in our careers. In my mind, that meant focusing on things I was good
at (reading and writing, pioneer crafting) and avoiding areas where I might fall short (most
everything else). I was not only afraid of failing, but I was afraid of the fear I would feel while
trying not to fail. Afraid of feeling fear itself.Diving into a swimming pool, with its associated risks
of belly flops, drowning, and public humiliation, was something I had successfully avoided all my
life. Until now.My husband and I have two daughters, Gigi and Ruby. Gigi was eight years old
and scared to jump off the diving board at camp. “Go ahead, try it, don’t worry what everyone
else thinks, you’ll be fine!” I said, praying for her not to ask the obvious: “Mommy, do you dive?”
Ruby, then three years old, was already asking why everyone in the family had a bike helmet but
Mom. I wanted them to worry less and enjoy life more, to take risks and try new things. But I
rarely sought to go out of my comfort zone myself.In fact, given my nervous nature, my bookish
upbringing, my midlife responsibilities, and my boundless propensity for tripping and falling and
hurting myself, my comfort zone was less a zone and more a skittish zigzag from car to coffee
shop to supermarket to office to sofa to fridge to bed, where I lay awake, worrying. The day I
realized I wanted something more for my girls was the day I realized I had to do something more
myself. And the day all our lives changed for the good.I scheduled two diving lessons with my
daughter’s swim coach, Jenny Javer. Zoe, an old college friend, had always wanted to learn how
to dive and asked to join in. Jenny is exactly who you’d want by your side if your ship was on fire



and you had to jump off the deck to save yourself. “A belly flop is like stubbing your toe—it hurts,
but you get over it, right?” she said, instantly dispelling a lifelong fear for both Zoe and me. We
were diving (that is, falling with style) from the side of the pool within a half hour; and by the end
of the first lesson, she’d deemed us ready to try the diving board the next time.Yet at the
beginning of the second lesson, Zoe and I had lingered in the shade, meticulously applying
sunscreen, as if a layer of SPF would protect us from all pain. We watched the teens lined up for
the diving board push and shove and dare each other into ever more dangerous stunts. Do we
have to do this? our expressions must have said loud and clear, because Jenny broke in: “Don’t
think.”The two of us, Chinese-American straight-A students for life, stood blinking at her,
uncomprehending.“You know what to do,” Jenny said, appealing to our knowledge base. “It’s the
same as what you’ve done before, just a little higher. Come on now.”It sounded so sensible on
the ground. I tucked my hair into a ponytail, put one last smear of sunscreen on the back of my
neck, and took my place in line. A few minutes later, and ten steps down the plank, I was
suspended over the county pool, sweating through my Speedo. I’m on the diving board. This
feels a lot higher up than it looks.I took a deep breath, and dove in. With a big fat splash.It was
one of the proudest moments of my life.Not only did Zoe and I survive, we became divers that
day. Not only did we become divers that day, we got a new lease on life. If I can do this,
something I never thought I could do . . . well, then anything is possible. I was captivated by how
fears held for decades could be dispelled in a matter of minutes. How many of us are held back
by fears that make our lives smaller than they need to be, fears that, before we know it, define
who we are?I started a blog about facing fears and trying new things in midlife, called Facing
Forty Upside Down. I figured if I committed myself in writing, at least Gigi could follow along and
hold me to my promises. I wasn’t sure if anyone else would read it. Everywhere I looked I saw
confident, successful people. I wasn’t sure anyone else could relate.It turned out I was far from
alone. Friends from all phases of my life and around the world responded from cyberspace. New
acquaintances and neighbors from around the corner pulled me aside at the coffee shop or the
playground to tell me how afraid they were. Afraid to swim, to drive at night, to ride a chairlift.
Afraid of getting hurt, of looking dumb, of growing old. Some were tentative by nature and
nurture. Others remembered living exuberantly until a bad experience scarred them. Still others,
spread thin by life’s responsibilities, no longer had the energy to shake things up. It struck me
how universal the emotions were beneath the specific fears. It all boiled down to fear of pain,
fear of rejection, fear of death, a sense of powerlessness. And the stranglehold these feelings
had on us made us less than who we wanted to be.Not that there was any lack of advice out
there. The self-help section of any bookstore had lots of suggestions for how to face fear.
Unfortunately, they all seemed to conflict. It doesn’t matter why you’re afraid, just do what you
fear was one school of thought, while another cautioned, Stop, think, why are you afraid? It’s
because of your brain, your genes, your upbringing, your chakras, your past lives, your diet, your
pets or lack thereof. If you could focus on your future, if you could reframe your past, if you could
just be in the present, all might be well.There were books that profiled extraordinary heroes—jet



pilots, prisoners of war, Olympic athletes, world leaders—stepping up to extreme challenges.
There were books about putting life on hold for a spiritual quest, or doing Fear Factor–type
challenges like skydiving or shark cage diving. I loved those stories. But how did they relate to
my life? I was tempted to chuck it all and buy The New Encyclopedia of Flower Remedies.And
then it came to me.I want to write a book about how ordinary people face everyday fears. About
what motivates us, what keeps us going, what helps us most of all. About how our lives change
when we become our best, bravest selves.Of course, fear is a valuable self-protecting
mechanism, so I left some life-preserving intuitive fears (snakes, lightning, blood, clowns, for
example) well enough alone. But other common surmountable fears were fair game and I had a
theory that different methods would be effective in different situations, so I cast a wide net. I
joined Toastmasters and did ropes courses and self-defense classes and put myself in more
ridiculous predicaments than I’d ever imagined. I wore helmets and harnesses, high heels and
swimsuits (not at the same time), and over and over again, I looked at myself, thinking, I’m about
to do something completely different now. And I loved every nerve-racking minute.Along the way,
I met so many inspiring people: a priest, a rabbi, and a swami; therapists; multiple swim coaches;
and two car crash survivors. I heard about near-death experiences by plane and boat and
hanging off a cable way above the ground. I saw shaking people step up to a mic and grown
men pedal undersized bikes. I watched adults working with kids and discovered that who
learned more from whom was entirely up for grabs. I encountered breakthroughs and setbacks
and surprises I certainly didn’t see coming.Every single person in this book opened my eyes in a
different way, and collectively they showed me how much we are the same. For it’s not just fear
we have in common but our endless capacity for joy.What began as a challenge that I took on for
the sake of my kids became a series of lessons in how to open my heart to the elements. The
payoff—exhilaration, irrepressible laughter, gratitude, and lo! courage, too—is what I want to
share with you.You can face your fears. You can learn and grow. And you can have the time of
your life doing it, too. You can go from being an armchair adventurer to the heroine of your own
story, and you don’t need a personality transplant or a sudden windfall to do it. You don’t even
need to do anything crazy (unless you discover, as I did, that you really kind of want to).All you
need is some nerve.CHAPTER 1THE UNEXPECTEDBoogie BoardingSplash! The foam
football, heavy with seawater, bonked my head on its way into the ocean, landing with a wet thud
that kicked salt water into my eyes.“Sorry, lady!” the tattooed man to my right called out. I was
floating on my brand-new boogie board, just behind where the waves were breaking, and had
been watching him and his friend play catch in the waist-high water for a while. They gradually
drifted closer to me, until the ball was sailing over my head. Or into my head. It was the second
time I’d been hit with it.In the past, I might have assumed they, like the rest of the world, were out
to get me. But not today. I was in a great mood today. I picked up the ball, wrung it out, and
tossed it toward a blurry tattooed form, yelling cheerfully, “Your friend has lousy aim!” Blurry
tattooed man number two, behind me, waved sheepishly.“Do you think those guys are flirting
with me?” I asked Barb, floating on her board a few feet away. “Or was I just the monkey in the



middle?”“They were definitely flirting with you,” Barb said. “No question.” She leaned her head
back into the water.“I love you, Barb.” I laughed. “You always know what to say.”I sighed happily,
touching the ocean floor with my feet, just to make sure it was there, before I let them float back
up. This was no tropical vacation—we were at Jones Beach, that is to say, the Atlantic Ocean
with a few million New Yorkers mixed in. The water was cold and brown, with objects I didn’t
want to look too closely at drifting by. But still, it was bliss. I was here with my friend, stealing a
few hours while the kids were in camp. I had just turned forty-one, and after more winters of
discontent than I cared to think about, it was glorious summer and things were looking up.Hazy
sunshine soaked through the topmost layer of water. I hugged the warm board, feeling almost
comfy enough to be lulled to sleep. I marveled for a moment at how relaxed I was. Me. Having
fun. In moving water!I have never enjoyed the sensation of being off my feet, and since an ill-
fated tubing incident on the Esopus Creek—gosh, was it nearly twenty-five years ago?—being
off my feet in fast-moving water that could drown me had long been off my list of how to have a
good time.The list wasn’t very long to begin with. Growing up, when my friends were out climbing
trees and skinning knees, I was in the library reading about Laura Ingalls climbing trees and
skinning knees. I guess you could say I was more of an armchair kid.As I grew up, the list shrank.
First there was the career to think of, and then the children. The real, and what felt like real,
battles between life and death, success and failure, took every ounce of my energy. To my sleep-
deprived brain it was all about conserving strength: If it didn’t have to be done; if I didn’t know
how; if it was too scary, too complicated, too inconvenient, too expensive, too time-consuming,
too embarrassing, too cold, too hot, too wet, too icky; if I could get bit or dizzy or fall over; if it
could hurt my bad back, bad neck, bad ankle; if it made me or my mother (or the mini-version of
her I carry in my head) cluck and say, Why would you want to do that? it went by the
wayside.“Mommy doesn’t do that,” my kids would say—she doesn’t ski or sail or ride a bike.
Mommy doesn’t play catch or do roller coasters or program the TV. She’s busy! She’s tired! She
has Important Things to Do! If I had died in 2009, my headstone would probably have read:
Mom: She Worried a Lot.But then, I changed. So much that my husband is still searching the
back of my neck for signs of alien abduction. Who can explain it?Maybe it was turning forty and
realizing that it wasn’t just days but decades slipping by in the same worn paths that somehow
grew narrower with each foray. Maybe it was the sense among friends that as we got older we
were becoming more like ourselves, but not in a good way. I love you, but didn’t we have the
same conversation last week? Maybe it was the hypocrisy of stuffing my children into snowsuits
and shin guards and helmets and sending them out into the fray while I cheered from a bench.
Maybe it was a combination of all that and a last-gasp, premenopausal burst of
hormones.Whatever it was, after a lifetime of living nowhere near the edge, I had had enough. I
started diving in.The sounds of teenagers teasing and splashing each other and children
screaming happily filled the air around me and Barb. This is what it feels like to be part of the fun,
I thought, my own pleasure suddenly tinged with guilt. Gigi, my older daughter, loves the water,
but I had avoided taking her to the beach for years, because I was so afraid. The last time I’d



waded into waves with her, I squeezed her slippery little wrist so hard my own hand hurt. Ruby,
my younger daughter, hated putting her face in the water at the pool; who even knew how she
would take to the ocean? My own limitations had limited us all for so long.It’s not too late. I’ll
bring them to the beach before the summer is out.My toes broke through the surface of the water
and I wiggled them proudly. “My feet look like the feet of a CSI: Miami victim,” I said to Barb,
pointing to the chipped polish.“That means you’re having a good summer,” Barb said. I was
having a good summer, a great one, in fact. I’d been to the pool countless times to prepare for
this outing. I still had a panicky response underwater, where my go-to relaxation technique, deep
breathing, remained singularly ineffective. Navigating moving water was a work in progress.Barb
rested her chin on her board, long brown hair fanning out around her. “Can you believe how far
you’ve come? Do you remember the first time we did this?”I certainly did.IT’S PAINFUL EVEN
TO think of now, how sad and lost I was when I first got to know Barb, just two years earlier. I’d
stumbled into Antoinette’s Patisserie with Ruby on my hip, as I did each morning. Ruby, at age
three, was too old to be carried, but she had eczema all over, down to the soles of her feet. She
scratched constantly, cried often, and slept rarely. Some days all we did was cling to each other.
In the warmth of the coffee shop we self-soothed with milk and butter cookies for her, coffee and
a chocolate chip muffin for me.At the time, I had few friends in the village. I had left my full-time
career in publishing ten years before, when we adopted Gigi and then Ruby, and it seemed as if
I’d left my confidence behind along with my commuter rail pass. My girls were the center of my
world, but with special needs in the mix, that world revolved around doctors and therapists, not
Girl Scouts or T-ball. Often I felt like a foreigner in my own town.But here was Barb, spilling over
the bistro table in front of her, with cups and plates, books, a journal, a laptop, and people, so
many people, all within arm’s reach. I’d met her once before without our kids but felt too shy to
break in here to say hello. It was overcast, and although I was sitting by the window, the light over
their cluster glowed brighter by far. They were laughing, and when Barb laughed, her thick wavy
hair shook in a way that looked so soft and warm, I wanted to rest my head on her ample bosom
and go to sleep.“Hi, there!” Barb said, catching me looking at her longingly. She said it in a
friendly way, but I blushed deep red as her companions looked at me curiously. “Who’s this?” she
asked, smiling at Ruby. I introduced ourselves to the group and then as soon as I could, I
hightailed it out of there.Our next interaction was better. She had asked, “What’s your favorite
misheard lyric?” and I chimed in, “I always thought ‘Secret Agent Man’ was ‘Secret Asian Man.’”
Barb thought that was hilarious, and we sang the lyric together for the entire coffee shop to
hear.“Don’t laugh,” I said, laughing. “I loved Secret Asian Man. He was so intriguing. I still feel
robbed.”She invited me to sit with her at the popular table, where I was out of my element
entirely. Here was a Little League dad, a Boy Scouts leader, a La Leche mother, a community
organizer, or two or three. I couldn’t keep track. Barb, a local music festival producer and the
mother of two active boys, was connected to everyone in town. I did nothing but smile and nod at
the whirl around her, while bouncing Ruby gently on my knee.After a while my head started to
hurt. It was warm already; the day was going to be oppressive. I needed to get out of there.“It’s



so busy here today!” Barb declared, dabbing her brow. Then she sighed dreamily and said, “I
can’t wait for tomorrow. I’m going to the beach.”“Family vacation?” I asked absentmindedly. I was
already mentally in the rest of my day, ticking off errands to do.“No, just by myself. For the
morning.”I stopped and stared. “You’re going to the beach by yourself?”“Yeah,” she said, smiling.
“It’s heaven. Just sit with a book, watch the waves, listen to music.” She stopped and looked at
me. “Wanna come?”“Hell, yeah!” I spluttered. But what was I saying?I can’t just go to the beach
tomorrow! I have things to do.Ah, there it was, the imaginary Greek Chorus of Perpetual Doubt. It
was a little slow on the uptake today—usually it would not have allowed me to say yes in the first
place. I tried talking back to it, in my head. Well, actually, Ruby’s nursery school has a camp; I
could put her in for a day . . .Oh! The Greek Chorus did not like that one bit. What kind of mother
pays for child care so she can go to the beach? What if something happens to the kids and
you’re far away? What if you drown? Who would raise the children? You don’t even like the
beach! And, hello: What if Barb was just being polite? She doesn’t really want to go to the beach
with you. Don’t go.“Are you serious?” I asked her.“Uh, sure!” Barb said, nodding. She looked like
she was thinking it through at lightning speed. She had asked and I had answered without
thinking it through at all. Didn’t Malcolm Gladwell have a theory about this? That big decisions
often happen in the blink of an eye?I looked into her big green eyes. She seemed sincere. It felt
so good to be invited. I wanted to go. I never did anything spontaneous anymore. I wanted
something different in my life, to be different from how I was. Patty Chang Anker would never do
this. I blinked.“Then I’m in,” I said. The Greek Chorus opened its mouth, staggered backward a
step, and passed out cold.I told no one I was going. My husband, Kent, worked long hours at a
law firm in the city and hadn’t breathed fresh air in a decade. I crumpled with guilt at the thought.
My Chinese immigrant parents would not approve. Had they sacrificed everything for their eldest
child to squander her “Ivy League” education (honestly, was Penn even in the Ivy League?) and
leave her job at The New York Times (The New York Times! At last, a place people had heard
of!), to stay home with children, and then have her put those children in camp, and leave laundry
in the hamper, so she could go sit in the sun? I felt downright naughty.The next day, when I
opened the back of Barb’s SUV to put my tote bag inside, an avalanche of gear—towels, beach
umbrella, helmets, mitts—started sliding out. I put my hands out to stop a beach chair from
unfolding on top of me. Barb laughed, leaning into the trunk.“Can you tell I’m a mom?” she
asked. “I’m ready for anything.”My trunk had exactly zero gear in it for having fun. My insides
shifted at the thought.“Take the cooler out, would you?” she asked. “Ooh, and the Cosmo, too.
Let’s put those up front.”I pulled the glossy magazine out of the trunk and shoved my little bag in,
feeling giddy. Was I really going to get in this car with a woman I barely knew?Once we were on
our way, Barb flipped me her iPod. “Feel free to pick some music,” she said. I was at a loss. I
didn’t know how to work an iPod. I didn’t even know what kind of music I liked. My husband
usually picked the music. Five minutes into the drive and I was already inadequate—what were
we going to talk about for the next six hours? This was a mistake.As we started to chat, it
became clear that I would not be able to sustain a facade of fun-loving gal, ready for any



adventure. The truth was going to come out. Around minute seven, it did.“I don’t know how to
ride a bike.” So it began.“Really?”“Not one with hand brakes. Or gears. I’ve never gone camping.
I’m scared of the ocean. And rivers. And most things in nature, to be honest. I don’t even know
how to dive into a swimming pool. Or do a handstand. I think it’s because I hate being upside
down.” I was starting to gather steam. This was too much information, and I knew it, but I was like
a woman on a blind date who cannot stop talking even though she knows she’s taking the
evening down in flames.“I’m married to my high school boyfriend.”“Really?”“Look out, Barb!” She
pulled the car back into its lane.“You’ve been with the same man since you were a teenager?”
she asked.I nodded, then wailed, “I was afraid of dating!”We both burst out laughing. “I mean,
he’s also a really nice guy,” I said, as we laughed some more. I realized I was being myself and it
was going well—we were having fun. It was a relief actually, coming clean.We were driving
through the Bronx, near where I grew up, on our way out to the shore. I looked out at all the aging
concrete. It was like looking at myself from a distance.“My problem is, I’m so afraid of getting hurt
or looking stupid that I don’t try things,” I said. I looked around for Gigi and Ruby, as if they would
be in car seats behind me. My heart skipped a beat, then I remembered where I was. Suddenly, I
had the kind of out-of-the-box insight one can only get when plucked out of one’s box.I don’t
want my girls to grow up scared.Right then and there, I decided. I was going to turn over a new
leaf. I’m going to start saying yes to things that scare me.At the beach, Barb dived into the trunk
and came up with two boogie boards. “Want one?” she asked.“Uh, yes!” I said brightly. She
handed me a purple foam board and then turned to look for towels. There was something that
looked like a leash attached to the board. I furrowed my brow. How do you use this thing? Barb
handed me my bag, a towel, and some magazines as I clumsily tried to tuck the board under my
arm. She expertly carried all her stuff plus a beach umbrella as we scouted for a place in the
sand. Gulls swooped all around. A lone city pigeon pecked on by, looking lost. “You and me
both,” I whispered, quickening my pace to keep up with Barb.The next hour went by in a dreamy
haze of sunbathing, chatting, snacking, and listening to music. So far, doing things outside my
comfort zone was extremely pleasant. When Barb asked, “So what about going upside down
scares you?” I answered, “It’s like my brain freezes and I don’t know what to do.” But as I lay in
the warm sand, the fear seemed quite remote. “Maybe I should learn how to do a handstand,” I
murmured lazily. This out-of-the-box thinking was getting out of hand.Then Barb said, “Wanna
go in the water?”I stiffened. “Uh, okay!” I said, my body all at once cold and twice as sweaty.Barb
put her boogie board’s leash around her wrist—that answered that question—and led us out
past where the waves were breaking so we could float while hanging on our boards. I watched
the kids bodysurfing and felt a tumult of terror inside. A wave washed over my head and I came
up coughing.“I don’t see how you can stand facing away from the waves,” Barb said. “I like to see
what’s coming.” I turned around reluctantly. I’d always hated advice like “Don’t turn your back to
the ocean” or “Keep your eye on the ball.” Seeing the thing about to hit me in the face only made
me want to squeeze my eyes shut and cry.We watched a wave come toward us. “What do we
do?” I squeaked.“Jump up!” Barb called out, and it went past us. “You know that part when the



wave is coming and you’re not sure whether to jump or dive under or ride it in? That’s my favorite
part.”Is she kidding? I thought, scanning the horizon worriedly. The not knowing part? That’s the
part I hate.A big wave was building. “Oooh, good, ride this one in!” Barb said.“What, how?” My
brain froze. What do I do?“Belly on the board, hold on, now go!”I went. Every which way. The
light foam board, perhaps half the length of my body, was no match for the elements at play. I felt
like a Barbie doll put through the wash, arms and legs splayed, head and torso churning in
opposite directions, the hair will never be the same. In the roiling surf I tumbled like a gymnast, a
really bad gymnast, in to shore. I lurched upright just in time to hear Barb screaming excitedly,
“Patty, you did it!!”Did what?“You were totally upside down!”On the way home, Barb marveled at
the moment she saw me go under the water and then both my feet popped up. “Your legs were
sticking straight up in the air—you did a handstand without even trying!”I laughed and my body
ached from the underwater pummeling, the sun, and exposure to the elements. The experience
felt completely new. “Maybe I should write about this,” I mused out loud. “I could start a blog
about trying new things. I could call it Facing Forty Upside Down.”I stayed up late that night after
everyone else was in bed, looking at what I’d drafted for my inaugural post. I declared I would
learn how to dive into a swimming pool, ride a bike (without crashing into a tree), and do a
handstand, all before I turned forty.The Greek Chorus had a conniption. What will the neighbors
think? I’ll tell you what the neighbors will think. They’ll think: Who does she think she is, learning
how to dive? Doesn’t she have kids to raise? Money to earn? If she’s got spare time, shouldn’t
she be donating it to charity? She’s got some nerve.“Who cares what other people think?” a
voice interjected, almost startling me from my seat. It was my voice, the clear, confident one I
use with my kids all the time. It had never spoken to me like this before. I hit Publish. Nothing
ventured, nothing gained, I thought. I shut down the computer and sat for a moment in the dark. I
wonder what’s going to happen now.What happened was this: I wasn’t alone. Friends from every
phase of my life came out of the woodwork, saying they, too, were tired of feeling tired. Of living a
more limited life in the little slices of time they had between work and family. Some, like me, had
never been very adventurous, but with time ticking by they were thinking, If not now, when?
Others, who’d been very outgoing as kids and young adults, looked up in middle age to discover
that their fears and fatigue had nibbled away at their enjoyment of life to the point that they
couldn’t remember the last time they’d done something they never thought they could do. They
forwarded my posts to their friends. “Take me with you!” was the common refrain.And so I
learned how to dive with my old college friend Zoe and took a bike lesson at dawn arranged by
my friend Kim. It took a year of practice before I could do a solid handstand. Five days before my
fortieth birthday, when I was about ready to quit trying, Victoria Ramos, my tough-love yoga
teacher, said, “Have you ever seen toddlers learn how to walk? How they fall and fall and never
give up?” I kept going, until at last I felt the sensation of walking on air. My brain did not freeze.
Quite the opposite: My upside-down grin said it all.Everything changed. In facing my fears and
encouraging others to face theirs, I found my calling. In writing our stories, I found my voice. After
a career spent promoting other people’s writing, I decided to write my own book about how



ordinary people face everyday fears. After a string of mostly pleasant surprises and successful
outcomes (Diving, check! Handstand, check! Bicycling, at least I didn’t crash!), I was starting to
look forward to new experiences with excitement rather than dread. In fact, I was looking forward
to attending my first writers’ conference, Bread Loaf, in Vermont in a couple of weeks.But first I
wanted this day at the beach with Barb.This time, two summers after our first date, I’d plugged
my own iPod into Barb’s car stereo and put on Sheryl Crow’s “Soak Up the Sun.” At the beach
shack, I picked out a peppy blue Hawaiian print boogie board; I was ready for one of my own.
“This is a sign of my new life,” I’d said, plopping down the cash to pay for it. And now I was
hanging out in the ocean, as if I was the kind of person who could just do these things. All this
was what Barb was talking about when she said, “Can you believe how far you’ve come?”
Neither of us could believe it. Of course not. It was too good to be true.

Some Nerve Rafael Nadal

The Choice: Embrace the Possible



book beach bunny, “Learned some Important Lessons. This book has helped me in some areas
and kicked me into gear I hope in others.I look at the overall book as more of an inspirational you
can do it kind of thing. I have a lot of fears but I wouldn't really call myself afraid of clutter (a
chapter in this book), bike riding, water (though it's true I should probably learn to actually swim)
and I learned to kick the whole public speaking thing by just buying myself a new outfit. It really
does work.Since I don't think anything can really help you get over a fear of death the chapter is
more about living in the moment and taking care of yourself. The driving chapter helped me as
well. I'm terrified of driving so she takes you on a lesson with a teacher who specializes in people
with bad experiences or phobias. The part that I really listened to is when the teacher talks about
how you learn to drive (or really do anything your anxious about).For me that's what I really took
away from this book. I don't know that it will help me be more brave but it did make me take a
closer look at how I deal with and how I've dealt with some of the things and I'm already afraid of
and the issues that I have and try to fix them on their level.I would definitely recommend this
especially to anyone whose even thinking about conquering something that may scare them.”

Kenny O., “Treat yourself to this.. This is a really fantastic book -- an interesting story told with
sensitivity and a great sense of humor. You'll be laughing at loud, and feel touched at the same
time.Some Nerve documents the author's journey -- and the journeys of other people she
encountered in her travels -- to overcome lifelong fears in order to live more richly. Most people
have (or have had) fears that inhibit them in one way or another, and will therefore be able to
relate to this theme. But for me, the subject turned out to be secondary to the great writing. The
author's depictions of people are finely wrought and touching, and her perspectives on the world
are insightful and very funny. I was amazed at the distinct writer’s voice that emerged from a first-
time author.Putting it in the "self-help" section does not remotely do justice to the engaging
storytelling. This is not an "overcome your fears in 10 easy steps" kind of book. Rather, the
insights in Some Nerve emerge from rich storytelling and sympathetic, real-life characters.You
will really enjoy this book, and you'll want to get it for all of your friends to read, too.”

K. Gane, “#SomeNerve: Funny, warm, inspiring!. This is the first book I've actually finished in
over a year. I read so many blogs in a day that I have issues now with staying power. This one, I
HAD to finish. Patty Chang Anker is warm, funny, thoughtful, prodding, but empathetic, gentle
and kind, including to herself. That's a lesson we could all stand to learn. She doesn't let herself
off the hook, but she's tender with herself, too. We tend to be so hard on ourselves, to speak so
unkindly to ourselves, when we should be our own best friend.I am a woman in midlife, trying to
make something of myself after being a stay-at-home mom for ten years. I'm scared $#!+less
every day. That big hole in my resume makes me question whether I'm good enough and
becoming a single mom at only twenty makes me question whether I deserve it. This was just



what I needed at this point in my life to help me be kind to myself, yet keep going. I no longer
want to be defined by my fear.  And I think that's a worthwhile lesson at any age.”

Michael T. Rose, “Engaging, funny and heart-warming. Not everyone is afraid of the dark, or
open water, or driving, or clowns. (Well, maybe clowns.) But everyone is afraid of something,
and for many of us those fears change the way we engage with the world -- usually for the worse.
Patty Chang Anker, a self-identified scaredy cat, decided to pour her anxieties and facing-forty
fears into a successful blog and now the book Some Nerve: Lessons Learned While Becoming
Brave.Patty's powerful emotional connection with the isolating and numbing effects of everyday
fears creates an enjoyable and funny narrative as she acknowledges how her "comfort zone"
had come to define her boundaries as a parent and person. In the process of tackling her own
challenges, she finds many fellow-fearing travelers who each approach their paralyzing activity
(public speaking, a high-ropes course, surfing) with a mixture of moxie and white knuckles. She
draws on a wide circle of experts and acquaintances (a classmate lost at sea, a triumvirate of
clergy, a no-nonsense female driving instructor) to help illuminate the ways fear can keep us
from being our best selves.Almost all readers will be able to find something familiar from their
own experience in Patty's book, although some fears may be more remote than others. Few of
her topics reflect existential fears like poverty, hunger and homelessness -- except for her
terrifying near-drowning as a teenager, and the heart-pounding lost-at-sea story mentioned
above. Still, the overall experience of Some Nerve is affirming, engaging and joyful. Highly
recommended!”

AJ Green, “A funny and inspiring read. What makes this book so fun to read is that Patty Chang
Anker is both endearing and inspiring. In the book, Patty writes about common fears - fear of
heights, dying, driving, swimming. Following other people or using herself as an example, she
writes entertaining, informative and FUNNY stories about how we can conquer our biggest fears.
I was both touched and entertained by her adventures (and misadventures) is becoming brave.
Her chapter on public speaking helped ME get in front of a crowd. And her honesty about her
own "Greek chorus" of fears hit home. I am glad I bought this book. In hardcover, nonetheless!”

L, “An enjoyable, light read :). Gave me lots of food for thought...many of us need to spend more
time living outside of our comfort zones :D”

The book by Patty Chang Anker has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 77 people have provided feedback.
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